
Clinical efficacy comparison of a manual-specific enzymatic detergent versus 

three non-specific enzymatic detergents for surgical instrument cleaning

Aim

Methods

The objective of this study was to compare the cleaning 

efficiency of a manual-specific instrument detergent and  

three non-manual-specific detergents, in order to optimize 

the manual cleaning process under manpower shortage.

A specific kind of orthopedic tray and bowls and kidney 

basins used at the same operation were reprocessed in this 

study. 

Cleaning detergent by 1.Manual-specific instrument 

detergent : Borer Deconex Prozyme Active(M). 2.Non-

manual-specific detergents : 3M Low Foam Ultra Rapid Multi-

Enzyme Cleaner(X), Ruhof Endozime Premium with APA(Y) 

and Anios Aniosyme Synergy 5 Enzyme Detergent(Z)

Randomized 90 instruments (30 items for each category) 

for each detergent group were cleaned respectively by well 

trained staff who complied strictly the standard of process 

which was modified from the DGSV manual cleaning 

guideline1. 

Visual cleanliness and residue properties, color after 

cleaning and drying. The study design was showed in figure 1.

Results

Totally 360 instruments were tested. 

(1) Visual clean rate after cleaning: All instruments cleaned 

with detergent M were without any soil or residue after 

cleaning. The visual clean rate was 100% which was 

significant superior to the three non-manual specific 

detergents. (table1). All visible soils were foams and 

looked like detergent residues(figure2). 

(2) (2) Visual clean rate after drying: 87 instruments (96.7%) 

reprocessed with detergent M were soil free after 

drying, which was significantly higher (p<.05) than other 

detergent groups(table2). All visible soils were white 

and greasy-feeling residues, which could be removed by 

scrubbing(figure3).

Discussion and conclusions

The study results showed the manual-specific detergent (M) had much better cleaning efficacy under the same duration of rinse time. 

In contrast, instruments cleaned with non-manual-specific detergents (X, Y and Z) had much more residues after cleaning and drying 

and needed to be further rinsed and/or re-cleaned. This study confirmed the application of the manual-specific detergent in this unit 

regarding the time saving with superior cleaning quality.
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Instruments were transported in a closed case cart from OR after use 

Pre-clean gross soils on instruments with room temperature RO water    

Category A instruments --

without joints and lumens

Category B instruments – with 

joints but no lumens

Category C instruments – bowls 

and kidney basins

Soak in study detergent for 5 

minutes, clean mechanically 

with a brush, working beneath 

the liquid level, until visibly clean 

Soak in study detergent for 5 

minutes, clean mechanically 

with a brush, working beneath 

the liquid level, until visibly clean 

Soak in study detergent for 5 

minutes, close and open at least 5 

times, then clean mechanically 

with a brush, working beneath the 

liquid level, until visibly clean 

Rinse with running RO water for 

10 seconds, while opening and 

closing joints

Rinse with running RO water for 

5 seconds

Rinse with running RO water for 

5 seconds

Visually inspect if any soils remain on instruments (Visual 

clean rate after cleaning)

Dry with compressed air

Visually inspect if any soils remain on instruments (Visual clean rate after drying)

Rinse with running RO water 

until visibly clean

Without any soils With soils

Figure1.  Study Design

Figure2. After cleaning show foams residue Figure3. After drying show white and greasy-feeling residues


